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Ã¢â‚¬â€¹Ã¢â‚¬â€¹Ã¢â‚¬â€¹Ã¢â‚¬â€¹Ã¢â‚¬â€¹Pearls and Pitfalls in Oculoplastic Cosmetic Surgery ,

Second Edition addresses the need among physicians for cleanly distilled and clinically relevant

information. The second edition of this popular text highlights the changes and updates to the ever

expanding field of facial cosmetic surgery. There are updates to cases such as advances in

blepharoplasty techniques, advances in fillers and filler techniques, advances in periorbital fat

grafting, advances in brow lifting techniques, and advances in midface rejuvenationÃ¢â‚¬â€¹.

Additionally, nearly every case has full color illustrations to bring each one to life and there are

additional surgical video procedures available on Springer Images to enhance the reader's

understanding of various topics. This concise and practical "how to" book is written and edited by

experts in their fields and offers "hereÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s how I do it" advice on the most commonly

performed procedures. Each chapter becomes the voice of an expert and experienced colleague,

reminding readers of the pearls and pitfalls of each procedure. These pearls will lead to quicker

cases, fewer complications, and more satisfactory outcomes for physicians and their

patients.Ã¢â‚¬â€¹
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Ã¢â‚¬Å“The book covers all aspects of cosmetic oculoplastic surgery very thoroughly. Ã¢â‚¬Â¦ This

text will find its place in many a physicianÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s armamentarium of references. It should be of

use to those who would like to increase their knowledge of the nuances of procedures used in the



periocular area. For those who already feel skilled in such procedures, it does provide interesting

and helpful Ã¢â‚¬ËœpearlsÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ that make one consider different approaches to various

problems.Ã¢â‚¬Â• (Ted Wojno, Aesthetic Surgery Journal, Vol. 36 (2), 2016)

Pearls and Pitfalls in Cosmetic OculoplasticSurgery, Second Edition addresses the needamong

surgeons for cleanly distilled and clinicallyrelevant information. The second editionof this popular

text highlights the changesand updates to the ever expanding field offacial cosmetic surgery. There

are updatesregarding the advances, for example in blepharoplastytechniques, fillers and filler

techniques,periorbital fat grafting, brow liftingtechniques, and midface rejuvenation.

Additionally,nearly every chapter has full colorillustrations to bring each one to life.This concise and

practical Ã¢â‚¬Å“how toÃ¢â‚¬Â• book iswritten and edited by experts in their fieldsand offers

Ã¢â‚¬Å“hereÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s how I do itÃ¢â‚¬Â• advice on themost commonly performed procedures.

Eachchapter becomes the voice of an expert andexperienced colleague, reminding readers ofthe

pearls and pitfalls of each procedure.These pearls will lead to more efficient techniques,fewer

complications, and enhanceoutcomes for physicians and their patients.
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